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ABSTRACT 
Let H and K be bounded positive operators on a Hilbert space, and assume that 
H is nonsingular. Our previous result shows that if there exists a positive operator T 
such that T(H ““T)” = K for some natural number n, then there exists a positive 
operator T, such that T,(H ‘/“‘T1)” = K for any natural number m such that m Q n. 
In each case, there is at most one positive solution T or T, respectively. The purpose 
of this paper is to show that the reverse implication does not always hold, that is, 
although there exists the positive operator T, such that T,(H’/mT,)m = K for some 
natural number m, there need not exist a positive operator T such that T(H”“T)” 
= K for any natural number n such that m < n. This is the answer to a question 
raised in our previous paper. 
A capital letter means a bounded linear operator on a Hilber-t space. Let 
H and K be positive operators on a Hilbert space, and assume that H is 
nonsingular. In [3], G. K. Pedersen and M. Takesaki developed the operator 
equation THT = K as a useful tool for the noncommutative Radon-Nikodym 
theorem. In our previous paper [2], we show an application of an operator 
inequality [l] to operator equations; namely, as an extension of the result in 
[3], we show the following results. 
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THEOREM A [2]. Let H and K be positive operators, and assume that H 
is nonsingular. Zf there exists a positive operator T such that T( H ““T )” = K 
for some natural number n, then there exists a positive operator T, such that 
TI( H l’mTl)m = Kfor any natural number m such that m < n. In each case, 
there is at most one positive solution T or T, respectively. 
THEOREM B [2]. Let H and K be positive operators and assume that H is 
nonsingular. Then the following statements are equivalent, for any natural 
number n: 
(a) One has 
aH l/n > ( H 1/2”m 1/2n)1/(n+ ‘) for some a > 0. (1) 
(b) There exists a positive operator T such that 
T(H l/nT)n = K, (2) 
The solution T to (2) is unique and satisfies IIT 1) < a. 
The condition (1) is satisfied if H is invertible or, more generally, 
a n+ ‘H > Kfor some a > 0. In the first case, the solution T to (2) is given by 
T = H-1/2fl( H1/2nKH1/2n)l/‘“+‘)H-1/2”. 
In this paper we show the following result. It is the answer to a question 
raised in [2]. 
THEOREM 1. Given any natural numbers m and n with m < n, we can 
find a nonsingular positive operator H and a positive operator K such that 
(i) there exists an operator T such that T(H l/mT)n = K; 
(ii) there does not exist an operator S such that S( H ““S)” = K. 
First of all we recall an obvious lemma. 
LEMMA. Let A be the matrix 
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where a is a real number. Then Aj + ’ = (1 + a2)jAfor any natural numberj, 
and 11 AlI = 1 + a2. 
Proof. The former part is easy, and the latter part follows by the fact 
that l[All coincides with the largest absolute value of eigenvalues of A. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We consider the following operators A, and B, on 
a two-dimensional Hilbert space X: 
and B, = p&-(k!I :I:) for k= 1,2,... 
Also we consider H = Cz= 1 @ A; and K = CT= r @ K, on the space Y = X 





k A;1/2 = 
so llKkll = l/k”‘” < 1 whenever k > 1, so K can actually be defined. Hence 
H is a nonsingular positive operator and K is a positive operator on the space 
Y. We have 
HI/In _ (H1/2mKH1/2”)1/(f~+1) = 
f @(A,-&) 20, 
k=l 
so by Theorem B, there exists an operator T such that T(H ““‘T)“’ = K. 
Now suppose there exists S as in (ii). Then, also by Theorem B, 
bH’/” > (H1/2”~1/2?l)1/(n+1’ for some b > 0. (3) 
This means that 
equivalently, 
b > A~~/2~(A~/2(“‘/“~1)~~+lAl/2(~/~~1))1~(Tl+1)A~”/2”, 
k k 
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By an easy calculation using the Lemma, 
X 




Recall that by the Lemma, A’/(“+ ‘) = A/(1 + a2)“/(“+ ‘), where A is as in 
the Lemma. Therefore (4) is equivalent to 
b ’ (:, $,” )( k”“(k” + 1) )‘/“+” 
1 
X 
(1 + k2-4m’“) ;ir:.:;:,)(; ,:,” )’ 
namely, 
b ’ [ k2m( k2 + I)] ‘i(“+ ‘(1 + k2(1-h/n)]“/(“+ ‘) ll( )I1 : ,t2 ’ 
Therefore, again using the Lemma, we have 
k2 + 1 
b ’ [kh(k2 + ~)]‘h+‘)[l + k2(1-2m/n)]“/(“+1)’ (5) 
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We have only to show (ii) in the case n = m + 1, by the contraposition of 
Theorem A, so we put n = m + 1 in (5); then 
k2 + 1 
b ’ [k2”,(k2 + #/(m+2)[1 + k2(‘-m)/(“,+l)](m+1)/(m+2)’ 
Consequently 
1 + k2 
b> k2/(“+ 1) + kzm/(m+ 1) 
because 
(m+l)/(m+2) 
+m as k-m 
i 
2 2m 
max - - 
m+l’m+l 1 
< 2. 
This contradiction proves (ii), so the proof is complete. n 
By the same method as in the proof of Lemma 1 in [2], we have the 
following result: for positive H and K we have aH > K for some a > 0 if 
and only if there exists a positive solution S such that K = H ‘12SH ‘12. 
Moreover we shall show the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 1. There exist a nonsingular positive operator H and a 
positive operator K such that 
(i) there exists an operator T such that T(H ““‘T)“’ = K for some 
natural number m; 
(ii) there does ‘not exist an operator S such that H ‘12SH ‘I2 = K. 
Proof. As stated before the corollary, H1/2SH1/2 = K iff aH > K for 
some a > 0, and this latter condition easily gives the condition 
bHl/’ > (H1/29.3f1/2’)‘/“+” 
for any natural number 1 and for some b > 0, so by Theorem B, there exists 
an operator S such that S(H ‘/‘S) = K. Hence the conclusion follows by 
Theorem B and Theorem 1. n 
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